CASCADING DICE
Drive traffic with a cascade of fun.

GIVE ‘EM ALL THE THRILLS OF VEGAS!
Introducing our new, easy to run, 1” dice roll machine! Simply display the machine at your location or
event and advertise the chance to stop by and win fabulous prizes. Contestants get to blow on the dice
for good luck, place them into the hopper, and press the button to release the cascade of excitement. The
dice machine counts and videotapes each roll giving you an easy to run, show-stopping promotion! Spell
W-I-N-N-N-E-R, M-I-L-L-I-O-N, $-1-0-0-0-0, or use your logos, etc., the possibilities are endless.
And, when someone beats the odds, we’ll be there to pay for the prize!

HIGHLIGHTS:

Attention Grabbing - Visually appealing dice and giant prizes are a traffic-driving
combination!
Fast Paced - It takes just seconds to step up and win!
Easy to Play - Just drop the dice in the hopper, press a button, and win prizes.
Versatile - Useful for driving traffic and attracting attention.
Flexible - Plugs into any standard outlet.
Customizable - Our 1” dice can be customized at your request.
Affordable - Offer up to $1,000,000 without the risk of a payout.
Cost Effective - Your costs are predetermined and fixed.
Risk Free - When you have a winner, Odds On pays for the prize.

EASY AS
Choose your grand prize, the number of
contestants and customized symbols for
each side of the dice. Then advertise the
chance to win big at your location.
Contestants place the customized 1” dice
in the hopper, press the button to release
the cascade of excitement for a chance to
win the giant prize.
When your contestant rolls the winning
combination of symbols they’ll take home
the giant prize and Odds On will write the
check.

FEATURES & SPECIFICATIONS:
• Custom 1” Dice
• FREE customized 14.5” x 9” machine topper
• Complete customization available
• No assembly required
• Plugs into any standard outlet
• Size: 25” x 15” x 18.5”
• Weight: 43 lbs
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CASCADING DICE
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Multiple themes available
and packages start at $1,350.
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